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Mayfield School, a
leading girls’ Catholic
independent school, is
sited in East Sussex in
The Old Palace, built
from the C14th palace
of the Archbishops of

Canterbury.

POETRY FESTIVAL friday 16th october 2015

15:00  - 16:00 Poetry performance from Patience agbabi. 
(adults £7.50; Students £3.50)

17:00  - 18:00  Writing Workshops with Patience agbabi and 
Mimi Khalvati. (adults £10)

19:30  - 21:30 Poetry reading by Daljit nagra. 
launch of agenda ‘family histories’ issue with 
readings by featured poets. launch of new 
collections by Patricia Mccarthy and David Pollard. 
(adults £5; Students £3)

Saturday 17th october 2015

11:00  - 12:00  Poetry eisteddfod for Mayfield students in 
years 7 and 8. (free)

12:15  - 13:15    lunch (£7.50)

13:30  - 14:30 Marek urbanowiz: ‘how To Read Poetry aloud.’ 
Mayfield students reading from young 
agenda Broadsheets. (free)

15:00  - 16:00  dramatic performance of Patricia Mccarthy’s
‘Rodin’s Shadow’ performed by students. (free)

17:00  - 18:15  local Sussex cheese and Wine Tasting. (£7.50) 

18:30  - 20:30  Mimi Khalvati, grace nichols and robin robertson
perform their poetry. (adults £10; Students £5) 

all tickets must be bought prior to
the festival. 

Booking office: Tel: 01435 874600

email: enquiry@mayfieldgirls.org

M ay f i e l d  S c h o o l

is the prestigious 
international poetry magazine 

founded by Ezra Pound and
William Cookson in 1959 and is

edited and published in
Mayfield by 

Patricia McCarthy.



M ay F i e l D s c h o o l

Patience agbabi 
‘i write because my ink must flow like blood. The written must be spoken.’ Born in london to Nigerian parents and fostered in a
white english family in North Wales, she studied english language and literature at Pembroke college, oxford. her work
moves fluidly and nimbly between cultures, dialects, voices; between page and stage. Prominent on the london spoken word
circuit since the early nineties, she has toured extensively in the UK and abroad. She was recently on a shortlist of five poets
for the Ted hughes New Work award.

She is the author of poetry collections Bloodshot Monochrome (2008), Transformatrix (2000) and R.a.W (1995). agbabi’s
recent work, Telling Tales (2014) sees The Canterbury Tales transposed to twenty-first century Britain.

Mimi Khalvati 
Mimi Khalvati was born in Tehran and grew up on the isle of Wight. in her early career, she worked as an actor and director in
the UK and Tehran. She has published eight collections of poetry with carcanet Press, including The Weather Wheel, The
Meanest Flower, a Poetry Book Society Recommendation, a financial Times Book of the year, and shortlisted for the TS eliot
Prize and, most recently, Child: New and Selected Poems 1991-2011, a Poetry Book Society Special commendation. her work
has been translated into nine languages and she received a cholmondeley award in 2006. She is a fellow of the Royal Society
of literature. 

as well as a celebrated poet, she is the founder of and a tutor for The Poetry School and a freelance creative writing teacher.

Patricia Mccarthy 
Patricia Mccarthy is the winner of the National Poetry competition 2012. She was born in cornwall, and brought up mainly in
ireland. after studying at Trinity college, dublin, she lived in Washington d.c., Paris, Bangladesh, Nepal and Mexico. She now
lives in Mayfield, east Sussex, where she taught for fifteen years at Mayfield school. her work has won prizes and been widely
anthologised. her recent collections include Rodin’s Shadow (2012), Horses Between Our Legs (2014) and Letters to Akhmatova
(2015). She is the editor of Agenda.

daljit Nagra
daljit Nagra, a faber poet, was born of Sikh Punjabi parents who came here from india in the 1950s. he was raised in West
london, then Sheffield. he currently lives in harrow with his wife and daughters and works in a secondary school. his first
collection, Look We Have Coming to Dover!, won the 2007 forward Prize for Best first collection and was shortlisted for the
costa Poetry award. in 2008 he won the South Bank Show/arts council decibel award. Tippoo Sultan's Incredible White-Man-
Eating Tiger Toy-Machine!!! was shortlisted for the T. S. eliot Prize 2011.

Grace Nichols
Grace Nichols is a Guyanese poet whose first collection, I Is a Long-Memoried Woman, won the commonwealth Prize in 1983.
Since then she has won many more awards for her poetry and stories, both for adults and children. her work has been central
to our understanding of the important cultural caribbean-British connection for nearly three decades. 

her work is influenced by the history and culture of her homeland, in particular the oral story-telling tradition with its fantastic
folk tales; the landscape and its rural tasks; and the history of enslavement (particularly relating to women). She is also highly
regarded for her acute attention to the language which marries the creole of her homeland with standard english, creating
startling possibilities for rhythm and rhyme.

david Pollard 
david Pollard was born in 1942 and has been furniture salesman, accountant, Tefl teacher and university lecturer. he got his
three degrees from the University of Sussex and has since taught at the universities of Sussex, essex and the hebrew University
of Jerusalem. he has published The Poetry of Keats: Language and Experience which was his doctoral thesis, a KWic
concordance to the harvard edition of Keats’ Letters, a novel, Nietzsche’s Footfalls, and three volumes of Poetry, Patricides,
Risk of Skin (both Waterloo Press), Bedbound (Perdika Press) and Self-Portraits. he is launching Finis-terre (agenda editions) at
this festival.

Robin Robertson
Robin Robertson was born in Perthshire, and was brought up on the northeast coast of Scotland. he is the author of several
books of poetry, including A Painted Field (1997), Slow Air (2002), Swithering (2006), The Wrecking Light (2010), and Sailing the
Forest:  Selected Poems (2014). he has translated the work of the Swedish poet Tomas Tranströmer: The Deleted World (2006)
and Medea (2008). he has worked at several major london publishing houses, and has edited the work of such poets as anne
carson, John Burnside, Seamus deane, Geoffrey hill, Michael longley, Sharon olds, and Peter Redgrove.
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